Universal Park

@ Wisconsin Ave. Park

Join the movement that’s giving everyBODY
the gift of health & happiness.

PROJECT GOALS
1. Provide a space where people of all abilities
and ages can play together
2. Create a park that exemplifies universal
inclusion that preserves, protects and
enhances the natural landscape of the park
3. Create a “new normal” for the development
of inclusive parks across the country

WHY IT MATTERS
51,OOO

youth with a disABILITY in Wisconsin

47%

of adults with disABILITIES get no aerobic physical activity at all

1st

a FIRST of its kind Universal Park

OUR ORIGIN
ABOUT US
The Ability Center is changing the way everyBODY plays.
A thought leader for universal play, The Ability Center provides equitable
opportunities for people impacted by disabilities to thrive within their community.
Our mission is to provide people impacted by disabilities with a daily
opportuniy to be fit, active, healthy, and to play.
Together, we will provide a higher quality of life for people of all abilities
by transforming greater Milwaukee into the most universally inclusive
recreation destination in the world.

Damian Buchman is a 2x,
one-in-a-billion survivor of his
childhood cancer diagnosis.
His unique ability and insight
fuels his passion to create
recreation opportunties where
everyBODY can play together.

OUR PARTNERS
By partnering with community-based nonprofits, industry
leaders and parks and recreation professionals, we’re able to
create play opportunities:
• Where nobody is left on the sidelines
• Where universal inclusion & accessibility are a part of the
natural landscape
• Where wheelchairs & mobility devices share equal access
with tennis shoes
• Where the only stares are those of wonder and amazement
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More than 90 percent of parents believe
communities should provide playground equipment
that accommodates a wide range of abilities.
Source: nrpa.org

FITNESS POCKETS
Five Fitness Pockets will be available along the Explorer Trail to provide
accessible, fun and active exercise opportunties for everyBODY.
Partnership Benefits:
• Partner signage
• Branded equipment
• Branded surfacing
• Opportunity to incorporate partner
elements in design of pocket

Wisconsin is 17th in the nation in adult obesity
at a rate of 34.2%.
Source: stateofchildhoodobesity.org

$75,000 / POCKET

Fitness Pocket Features:
• Fitness equipment
• Accessible surfacing
• Designed to enhance aerobic, muscle,
core, balance and flexibiity

PLAY POCKETS
Six inclusively-designed Play Pockets will be installed along the Explorer Trail at
Wisconsin Avenue Park and will encourage families to be active and to explore the park.
Partnership Benefits:
• Partner signage
• Branded equipment
• Branded surfacing
• Opportunity to incorporate partner
elements in design of pocket

Play Pocket Features:
• Customized Play Pocket
• Accessible surfacing

$100,000 / POCKET

78.5% of Wisconsin teens were inactive for
at least an hour a day in the last week, which
is 2% higher than the national average.
Source: tpl.org

AMERICA’S FIRST INCLUSIVE
CHALLENGE COURSE
This will be America’s first-ever Inclusive Challenge Course. People of all abilities
will enjoy this one-of-a-kind obstacle course alongside friends and family.
With countless ways to complete the course, this unique fitness area offers endless
amounts of fun!
Partnership Benefits:
• Partner signage
• Branded equipment
• Branded surfacing
• Opportunity to incorporate partner
elements in design of Challenge Course
54% of people with disabilities engage in no
leisure-time physical activity.
Source: cdc.gov

$250,000

Inclusive Challenge Course Features:
• Inclusive Challenge Course equipment
• Accessible surfacing
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HALF SPHERE JUMP
This obstacle can be conquered by jumping from sphere to
sphere or by navigating a route through to the finish line by
weaving in and out of the spheres.

DUAL OVERHEAD
The greatest upper body test on the course. Users can hold
onto grips as they pull themselves across, lift up their arms
to activate bells for an auditory experience, or interact with
multisensory experiences.

BALANCE & WEAVE
Individuals can test their balance by running along the
elevated beam, using the support rail to carefully cross the
obstacle, or moving along the textured path while winding
their way across the obstacle.
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CABLE MOUNTAIN
This climber has multiple ways that it can be traversed,
offering a wide range of difficulty. It can also be completed
by going through the curtain wall for a sensory experience.

SENSORY VAULT
This obstacle has two ways in which it can be completed.
Both paths require you to weave left and right while either
jumping over hurdles or rushing through curtain walls that
offer a tactile sensory experience.

RAINBOW CORRIDOR
This component takes individuals on a journey with colors
bouncing off the walls when the sun shines through the tinted
panels, bells that can be rung when moving through, and a rock
wall that can be traversed to complete this obstacle.
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FAMILY FITNESS AREA
Your recreation space at Wisconsin Avenue Park includes inclusive, fun and social
ways for adults and entire families to be more active together and to create healthy
habits that will last a lifetime.

Partnership Benefits:
• Partner signage
• Branded equipment
• Branded surfacing
• Opportunity to incorporate partner
elements in design of Fitness Area

9% of adults in Milwaukee County and 5.7% of adults
in Waukesha County currently live with a disability.
Source: census.gov

$500,000

Family Fitness Area Features:
• Multi-generational fitness equipment
• Accessible surfacing
• Adjacent shade and seating

UNIVERSAL FIELD
One of the most sought-after amenities in a high quality park are sports fields.
Wisconsin Avenue Park has plans to enhance the existing baseball field and develop
an all-inclusive baseball field. Imagine families of all abilities gathering near and on
the fields for fun games, sport tournaments, community events, and more.
Partnership Benefits:
• Partner signage
• Branded equipment
• Branded surfacing
• Opportunity to incorporate partner
elements in design of Universal Field
• Opportunity for partner to use field for
corporate outings

Universal Field Features:
• 2 Baseball fields
• 1 All-inclusive field
• Bleachers and nearby pavilions

$1,000,000

4,764 youth under 18 in Wisconsin have an
ambulatory disability, making it difficult to
partake in sports and other physical activities.
Source: census.gov

EXPLORER TRAIL

A UNIVERSAL PLAY TRAIL FILLED WITH WONDER
The Explorer Trail will give all park users the chance to explore the woodlands on
their own and with others. The nearly 1/2 mile trail will provide opportunities to
enjoy nature and engage in universal play and fitness opportunities.
Partnership Benefits:
• Partner signage throughout the Explorer Trail
• Opportunity to incorporate partner elements
in design of trail

48.9% of Wisconsin teens play video games
3+ hours a day, which leads to a sedentary lifestyle.
Source: cdc.gov

$1,000,000

Explorer Trail Features:
• Accessible trails throughout the park
• Play and Fitness Pockets

INCLUSIVE PLAY AREA
A WORLD OF INCLUSION FOR ALL ABILITIES

Our mission hangs on two words: PLAY TOGETHER. Imagine a space that considers
everyBODY’s needs. From kids to siblings, parents to grandparents, intellectual to
physical disABILITIES.
This is that space. One beyond your wildest inclusion dreams. We are imagining new
opportunities that exceed the “guidelines of compliance” and reimagining what real
inclusion looks like. Join us and be the difference that brings joy to EVERY child’s heart.
Partnership Benefits:
• Branded panels on play system
• Branded surfacing
• Logo on usage signs

Play Area Features:
• Inclusive playground with double ramps
• Freestanding inclusive and ground level play equipment
• Accessible surfacing

$1,000,000

There are 11,000 youth living with a disability in
Milwaukee County and 2,600 in Waukesha County.
Source: census.gov

INCLUSIVE PLAY AREA
A WORLD OF INCLUSION FOR ALL ABILITIES
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This inclusive play destination intentionally ensures a developmentally robust
and balanced assortment of playground activities that meet the diverse physical,
social-emotional, sensory, cognitive, and communicative needs of all children,
including those with disabilities.
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MUSIC AREA
Encourages collaboration, creativity and age-appropriate
activities for multigenerational users at any
developmental stage.

INCLUSIVE NET CLIMBER
Supports the developmental progression of physical
challenge through a rewarding fitness experience
for all. This innovative element features a transfer
platform attached to an accessible route, leading to
an exhilarating zip slide.

SENSORY PLAY
This play destination encourages discovery and exploration
through sensory rich activities - including auditory, tactile,
visual and movement experiences.

RAMP ACCESS
Double wide ramps allow diverse users, adaptive
equipment and caregivers access to social and physical
play on the structure.
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COZY SPOTS
Offers quiet or semi-enclosed spaces where children
can seek sensory relief and retreat until ready to
engage in play.

MOTION & MOVEMENT
Offers sensory rich feedback to provide vestibular and
proprioceptive stimulation through inclusive spinning,
sliding, rocking, and/or swinging elements.

INCLUSIVE HILLSIDE
Features an accessible route to the top and bottom of
the hill. Play features could include climbing, sliding, and
balancing.

CLICK PLAY TO
LEARN MORE:

UNIVERSAL PARK
PRESENTED BY YOU

A true legacy opportunity for any donor or company who wants to be the
visionary philanthropist to reimagine how parks are a destination where
everyBODY can play.
Your name and/or logo will be associated with the park entrance along
with the “Universal Park’s” unique “Clubhouse” that will include: universal
restrooms, caretaker rooms equipped with changing tables, mobility and
communication device charging stations, and more so kids and families only
have to worry about exhaustion from play.

$2,500,000

28.6% of residents in Wauwatosa, WI are
not within a 10-minute walk of a park.
Source: tpl.org

PARTNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
FITNESS POCKETS

Join us in building America’s
most inclusive park.

$75,000

PLAY POCKETS

$100,000

INCLUSIVE CHALLENGE COURSE

$250,000

FAMILY FITNESS AREA

$500,000

UNIVERSAL FIELD

$1,000,000

EXPLORER TRAIL

$1,000,000

INCLUSIVE PLAY AREA

$1,000,000

PARK ENTRY & CLUBHOUSE

$2,500,000

We hope you’ll join the RampUp movement, becoming a part
of the solution that enABLEs everyBODY to play …. TOGETHER!

For more information or to make a contribution contact Damian or Matt:
Damian Buchman
TAC Founder
damian@tacwi.org
262-385-5738

The Ability Center
A.F.A.R., Inc.
10300 West Wisconsin Ave.
Wauwatosa, WI 53226

Matt Helmeid
Community Director
matt@tacwi.org
262-339-8278

For more information,
visit TACWI.org.

